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CENTER FOR NUCLEAR WASTE REGULATORY ANALYSES

TRIP REPORT

SUBJECT: NRC Workshop on "Techniques for Identifying Faults and Determining
their Origins." (20-5708-471)

DATE/PLACE: July 1-2. 1996
San Francisco, CA

AUTHOR: David A. Ferrill

PERSONS PRESENT: David A. Ferrill (seeý Attachment A for list of participants)

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF TRIP:

The NRC Workshop on "Techniques for Identifying Faults and Determining Their Origins" was
organized by Geomatrix Consultants. Inc., and William Lettis and Associates as part of a research project
funded by the NRC (see Appendices B and C). The purpose of the project is to evaluate geologic and
seismic criteria for siting nuclear power plants. Specifically, the focus of the workshop was on
distinguishing faults that are tectonic from those that are non-tectonic, and those that are seismogenic
from those that are non-seismogenic. The impetus for this workshop was that draft 10 CFR Part 100
Se,:Zion 100.2. (Revision to Appendix A) requires characterization of seismic sources having potential
for generating earthquakes and/or causing permanent ground surface deformation, or demonstration of
the absence of these potential occurrences. The workshop was specifically designed to concentrate on
evaluating potcntial fcr vibratory ground motion (earthquake seismicity) produced by fault slip rather than
the potential for ground surface rupture and permanent deformation.

SUMMARY OF PERTINENT POINTS:

For the purposes of the workshop, "tectonic faults" were considered to be faults produced by crustal
processes at or below seisniogenic depth (L> 5 kin), whereas nontectonic faults were considered to be
those produced by shallow crustal or surficial processes (:5 5 km). Also for the purposes of the
workshop, "scismogenic faults" were defined to be faults capable of producing significant (M >Ž5)
earthquake, and "nonseismogenic faults" are those not capable of producing significant (M;,.5)
earthquakes.

In general, tectonic faults of large areal extent that are well-oriented for slip in the contemporary stress
state are thought to be capable of producing earthquakes and surface deformation. Other phenomna such
as landslides, sackungen, diapirs, subsidence, collapse, stre.A release (e.g., unloading), and secondary
tectonic deformation are known to be capable of producing surface deformation but may not be capable
of producing significant earthquakes. However, unloading by retreat of ice sheets has been known to
result in large single-event fault scarps and large magnitude earthquakes.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES:

The workshop was conducted by alternating short presentations with group discussions of characteristics
of faulting processes and criteria for distinguishing origins of faults. Presentations were intended to focus
group discussions and summarize the results of group discussions. Group discussions the first day
(Workshop [) concentrated on describing nontectonic processes that produce surface deformation. These
controls on' surface deformation include gravity (e.g., salt deformation), loading and unloading,
compaction and subsidence, landslides, and volcanism. Group discussions on the second day focused on
identifying criteria that allow for differentiation between tectonic and nontectonic phenomena

In the second day of the workshop, I was invited to make a preser;., on slip-tendency a.-nlysis to the
workshop. Specifically, I described the capability of slip tende:;.:v ..vsis (and 3DSTRESS) to first
evaluate the relationship between mapped faults and the contemporar.. i•css field to assess whether faults
are likely to have been developed tectonically and to assess potential for future slip. Second, I discussed
possible effects of a changing regional or local stress field and potential effects of changing fluid pressure
on fault slip tendency. This approach could be applied to modeling effects on slip tendency of existing
faults caused by relatively short-term changes in stress field due to loading or unloading (e.g., by an ice
sheet or lake). Michael Angell (Geomatrix Consultants, Inc.) suggested that the slip tendency analysis
technique would be ideal for seismic hazard evaluation in the Transverse Ranges and Los Angeles Basin
area in California. Egill Hauksson (California Institute of Technology) showed a keen interest in slip
tendency analysis and agreed (in later correspondence accompanying 12 reprints of his articles on
seismicity associated with the San Andreas system in the Los Angeles area: Attachment D) that "a slip
tendency study [of the Los Angeles region] would be interesting and that [he] would be interested in
cooperating in such a study."

I announced to the workshop the seismology position and three hydrology positions at CNWRA and
distributed job announcements to interested members of the workshop for dispersal at their host
institutions. Robert "Bob" Rothman (NRC) recommended placing an advertisement for the seismologist
position on a seismology web server in order to reach a broader audience. He mentioned that NRC has
recently hired a seismologist through an advertisement on the server. B. Rothman has subsequently
supplied me with the address of the seismology server.

In final discussions after presentations by each of the working groups, it was concluded that detailed
mapping was the one approach that is necessary for characterization of all faults, regardless of origin.
Although trenching can yield important data such as fault location and sense, timing, rate, and recurrence
of slip, this information is only useful for assessment of seismic hazard when placed in the regional and
local geologic context provided by detailed mapping. For example, trenching .tudies of a fault may yield
detailed information about the number of slip events, total displacement, timing ,) displacement, but still
leave open the question of whether the fault is capable of producing significant earthquakes. Detailed
mapping of the same fault can potentially demonstrate that the fault is not of tectonic origin but is instead
the product of cave collapse and therefore not of further interest as a potential source of seismicity.
Recognition of large single-event displacements (e.g., 10's of m) was recognized as an important
characteristic feature of some nontectonic phenomena such as landslides and faults reactivated by ice
unloading.



IMPRESSIONS/CONCLUSIONS:

The workshop was well organized and well attended. The contributors to the workshop include some top
experts on geologic processes and neotectonics. The project is still somewhat in its infancy, but it is clear
that the project will yield a NUREG that will provide important guidance for evaluating seismic hazards
associated with faulting. Slip tendency analysis (using 3DSTRESS) provides an important tool for
assisting in making decisions regarding origin of faults and potential for seismicity related to the siting
of nuclear reactors.

PENDING ACTION:

None.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Consi.c,'aion should be given to performing a slip tendency analysis of the Los Angeles Basin. The large
and rel:tively detailed seismic record (potentially contributed by Egill Hauksson), along with considerable
surface and subsurface data to constrain fault geometries, provides an ideal opportunity to test the slip
tendency analysis technique. Furthermore, the potential importance of the results to residents and business
in southern California is major. We should advertise the seismology position (in CNWRA) through the
seismology web server as recommended by B. Rothman.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED:

None.
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NRC WORKSHOP- JULY 1-2. 1996
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS • (6111196)

PROJECT TEAM

GEOMATRIX CONSULTANTS, INC.
Kathryn Hanson
Michael Angeil
Kevin Coppersmith
Bert Swan

WILLIAM LETTIS & ASSOCIATES
Bill Lettis
Keith Kelson

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Richard McMullen
Robert Rothman

PANEL MEMBERS
Oavld Amick
OJohn T. Andrews
William Cotton
Peter Huntoon
James McCalpin
Frank Pauzaglla
*Leonardo Seeber
Richard Smith
Bruno Vendeville

(I ndicates panel memoer not present at July workshiop.

PARTICIPANTS

John Adams
Geological Survey of Canaaa
Geomiystm Division
A Oeatory Crescent
Ottawa. ONT KIA OY3
Canada
Phone: (613) 995-5519
E-Mail: adams@seismo emr ca
Fax: (613) 992-8836

Clarence R. Allen
'California Institute T " .-nnoiogy
Seismic Laboratory 252-21
Pasadena. CA 91125
Phone: (818) 395-6904

E-Mail:
aIlens@tsmo.gps caltecn edu
Fax: (818) 564-0715

Ina B. Alterman
National Research Council
2101 Constittion Avenue. NW
Washington, OC 20418
Phone: (202) 334-27.::
E-Mail: latrma@nas.edu
Fax: (202) 334-1377

Larry W. Andmroin
U.S. Deparcint of te Interor
Bureau of Recmation
P.O. Box 25007. Bldg. 67, Federal
Center
Denver. CO 80225-0007
Phone: (303) 236-4195 Ext 282
E.Mai:
Fax: (303) 236.9127

Michael Angell
Geomatnx Consultants. Inc.
100 pine SVtIt 10•1 FI:o
San Fratnoso. CA 941Al
Phone: (415) 434-9400
E-Mail: mangel@geomatnx.com
Fax: (415) 434.;365

Gregory C. Beroza
Stanford Univemy
Deot. of Geoonysics
Stanford. CA 94305-2215
Phone: (415) 723-4958
E-Mail:
Deroza(pangea.stantora.eau
Fax: (415) 725-7344

John Ealdwin
William Lettis & Associates
1777 Botelho Drive. Suite 262
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Phone: (510) 256-6070
Fax: (510) 256-6076

Thomas M. Brocher
U.S. GeOlOgCa Survey
Office of Earth Vol Engineering
345 MiddleWlei Rd.. MS 977
Menlo Park. CA 94025
Phone: (415) 3294737
E-Mail;
l:brocher@andreas.wr.usgs.gov
Fax: (415) 329-5163

John Clague
Geological Survey of Canada
100 West Pender St.
Vv4mou,., BC V6B IRS
Canaoa
Phone: (604) 666-6565
E-Mail: d•ague@gsc.nrcan.gc.ca
Fax: (604) 666-t124

LKevin J. Coppersmith
Geomatnx Consultants, Inc.
100 Pine Street. 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
Phone (415) 434-9400
E-Mail:
kcopoersmith@geomatnx.com
Fax: (415) 434-1365

William R. Cotton
Wifliam Cotton & Associates. Inc.
330 Village Lane
Los Gatos. CA 95030
Phone: (408) 354-5542
E-Mail: wcageo@aoc.oom
Fax: (408) 354-1852

Craig M. dePolo
Unes of Nevada. Reno
Bureau of Mines and Geology
Home addr
2630 Trentham Way
Reno. NV 89509
Phone: (702) 784-6691
E-Mail:
Fax: (702) 784-1709



Clark Fenton
Woodwara-Clyde Federal Services
500 121h St... Suite 100
Oakland. CA 94607-4014
Phoneý (5101874-1775
E.Mail: c.fetoO@wcc.:r.om
Fax: (510) 874-3268

David A. Fernill
Southwest Research Institute
6220 Culebra Rd.
San Antonio. TX 78238
Phone. (210) 522-6082
E-Mail dfemrl@swn edu
Fax: (210) 522-5155

William "Bill* Foxall
Lawrence Uverrnore National Lab.
Mail Stop L-202
P 0. Box 808
Livermore. CA 94550
Phone: (510) 424-3767
E-Mai: foxalll@lnl.gov
Fax: (510) 422-1002

William Frazier
Cahfrnria Dept. of Safety of Dams
2200 X St. Suite 200
7281 Crystal Blvd., El Dorado. CA
95623
Sacramento, CA 95818
Phone: (916)323-5310
E-Mail. tidf@water.ca.gov
Fax. m 1\124E4Yl

Jamie N. Gardner
Los Alamos National Laboratory
ESSI Geoi MS 0462
2555 35th St.. Los AJamnos. NM
87544
Los Alamos. NM 87545
Phone: (505) 667-1799
E-Mail: Jgardner@lanlgov
Fax: (505) 665-3285

Joan Gombr
U.S. Geological Survey
cio CERI
University of Memphis
Memphis. TN 38152
Phone: (901) 678-4858
E-Mail:
gFmb:g)c8.memphisedu
Fax: (901) 6784897

Asadour H. Hadjian
DNFSB
525 Indiana Ave. NW. Suite 700
Washington. DC
Phone: (202) 208-6586
E-Mail: asadourh@dnfsb,gov
Fax: (202) 208-6518

N. Timothy Hall
Geomatnx Consultants. Inc.
100 Pine Street. 10th Floor
San Francisco. CA 94111
Phone: (415) 434-9400
E-Mail: thall@geomatnx.com
Fax: (415) 435-1365

Kathryn L. Hanson
Geomatnx Consultants. Inc.
100 Pine St.reet. 10th Floor
San Francisco. CA 94111
Phone: (415) 434-9400
E-Mail: Internet:
khanson@geomatix.com
Fax: (415) 434-1365

Egill Hauksson
California Inst. of Technology
Seismological Laboratory 252-21

.1201 E. California Blvd.
Pasadena. CA 91125
Phone: (818) 395-6954
E-Mail:
hauksson@gps.caltech.edu

Fred Hawkins
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Mad Stop 0-8330. Box 25007
Federal Center
Denver. CO 80225-0007
Phone: (303) 236-4195, Ext. 277
E-Mail: Vhawkins@do.usbr.gov
Fax: (303) 236-9127

Sandy Hay
1389 Poppy Way
Cuperano. CA 95014
Phone: (408) 253-7732
E-Mail:
Fax: (408) 354-1852

Suzanne Hecker
U.S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 977
345 Middlefield Rd
Menlo Park. CA 94025
Phone: (415) 329-5655
E-Mail:
sheCker@isdmnl.wr.usgs.gov
Fax: (415) 329-5163

Thomas L. Holzer
U.S. Geological Survey
345 Middlefield Rd. MS 977
Menlo Park. CA 94025-3591
Phone: (415) 329-5637
E-Mail:
TlOzer@isdmnl.wr. usgs, gov
Fax: (415) 329-5143

Peter W. Huntoon
University of Wyvnmng
Dept. opf Geology and Geophysics
P 0. Box 3006
Laramie. WY 82071
Phone: (307) 766-5316
E-Mal: huntoon •amns.uwyo.edu
Fax: (307) 766-4679

Randall W. Jibson
U.S. Geological Survey
Box 25046. MS 966
Federal Center
Denver, CO 80225-0046
Phone (303) 273-8577

Fax: (303) 273-8600

Jeffrey A. Johnson
Jem-e Jonson. Inic.
13082 Caminito Pomnte Del Mar
Del Mar. CA 92014
Phone: (619) 755-7606
E-Mal: jaiJenloin@ari.com
Fax: (619) 755-3149

KeOth Kelson
W~iram Leths & Assiooas
1777 Botetho Drive. Suite 262
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Phone: (510) 256-6070
E-Mail: wla@ner-m.com
Fax: (510) 256-6076
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William Lettis
William Lets & Assocates
1777 Boteiho Onve. Suite 262
Walnut Creek. CA 94596
Phone. (510) 256-6070
E-Mail: wa@netcom corn
Fax: (510) 256-6076

James J. Lienkiemper, II
U.S. Geological Survey
Mail Stop 977
345 Middlefield R.
Menlo Park,. CA 94025
Phonei (415) 329-5642
E-Mail: ilierk@usgs.gov
Fax: (415) 329-5163

Greg Lynch
Centre Geosoentifioue au Quebec
2535 Boulevard Launer
C.P, 7500
St.-Foi. Quebec GIV 4C7
Canada
Phone: (418) 654-2675
E-Mail. lyncn@gsc.emr.ca
Fax: (418) 654-2615

Michael Machette
U.S. Geological Survey
MS 966. Box 25046
Federal Center
Denver. CO 80225-0046
Phone: (303) 273-8612
E-Mail:
macnetne@gldvxa cr.usgs.gov
Fax: l303) 273-8600

Ronald "Ron" T. Marple
University of South Carolina
Dept. of Geological Sciences

Columtca. SC 29208

Phone: (803) 777-4528
E-Mail:
marple ptvwi.se. sc. edu
Fax: (803) 777-6610

James P. McCaln
Geo-HAZ Consulting, Inc.
P.O. Box 1377
1221 Graves Ave.
Estes Park, CO 80517
Phone: (970) 586-321'
E.-M*k rpK QgeohaZ.com
F=v (Ms5-0oi

Richard B. McMullen
11221 Waycross Way
Kensington. MO 20895
Phone: (301) 415-6006
E-Mail: RBM2@nrc.gov
Fax: (301) 415-5074

Dorothy Merritts
Franklin & Marsnall College
Dept. of Geosciences
P.O. Box 3003
Lancaster. PA 17604-3003
Phone: (717) 291-4398
E-Mail:
o memrts@acad.fandm.edu
Fax: (717) 291-4186

Karl J. Mueller
University of Colorado at Boulder
Dept. of Geological Sciences
Campus Box 250
Boulder, CO 80309-0250
Phone: (303) 492-7336
E-Mail: karf@Iolifa.colorado.edu
Fax: (303) 492-2606

William Page
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
Geosaences Dept.
P 0. Box 770000. Mail Code N4C
San Francisco. CA 94177
Phone: (415) 973-6784
E-Mail:
Fax: (415) 973-5778

Frank J. Pazzaglia
Univefsity of New Mexico
Dept. of Earth and Planetary
Sciences
Northrop Hall
Albuquerque. NM 87131-1116
Phone: (505) 277-5384
E-Mad: lp@unm.edu
Fax: (505) 277-8843

Dan Ponti
U.S. Geological Survey
345 Middlefield Rd., MS 977
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Phone: (415) 329-5679
E-Mai: dpont@isdmnl.wr.U.S.
Geological Survey.gov
Fax: (415) 329-5163

Carol Prentice
J.S. Geologica Survey
345 Middlefield Rd., MS 977
Menlo Park. CA 94025
Phone: (415) 329-5690
E-Mail: cprentice@isdmnl.wr.U.S.
Geological Survey. gov
Fax: (415) 329-5163

Robert Rothman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
MS 0-7H 15
Washington, DC 20555
Phone: (301) 415-3306
E-Mail: dr@nrc gov
Fax:

William "Woody" U. Savage
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
Geosoences Dept.
P.O. Box 770CO. Mad Code N4C
San Francisco. CA 94177
Phone: (415) 973-3116
E-Mail: wusl@pge.com
Fax: (415) 973-5778

David P. Schwartz
U.S. Geological Survey
345 Middlefield Road. MS 977
Menlo Park. CA 94025
Phone: (415) 329-5651
E-Mail: dschwartz@.usgs.gov
Fax: (415) 329-5163

Richard P. Smith
Idaho Narl Engineenng Laboratory
Lockheed Idaho Technologies
Company
P0. Box 1625. MS-2107
Idaho Falls. ID 83415
Phone: (208) 526-9896
E-Mail:
Fax: (208) 526-0875

Alice L Stleve
19 Brandywme Way
Amen. SC 29803
Phone: (803) 952-6851
E-Mal: aice.ssbeve@s.gov
Fax: (803) 952-6849
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Bert Swan
Geomatnx Consultants. Inc.
100 Pine Street. 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
Phone: (415) 434-9400
E-Mail: bswan@geomatnx.com
Fax: (415) 434-1365

John C. Tinsley
U S. Geological Survey
1040 Oakland Ave.
Mento Park. CA 94025
Phone. (415) 329-4928
E-Mail:
Fax: (415) 329-4936

Bruno C. Vendeville
University Station. Box X
Austin. TX 78713-7508
Phone: (512) 471-8334
E-Mail:
vandevlllb@begv.beg. utexasedu
Fax: (512) 471-0140

Michatl W. West
%loae W. West & Associates
P 0, Box 696
Castle Rock. CID 80104-06%
Phone: (303) 688-6064
E-Mail: mwwal@ibm.net
Fax: (303) 688-0206

Patrick L. Williams
University of Califomia. Berkeley
Seismographic Station
475 McCone Hall. #4760
Berkeley, CA 94720
Phone: 510 486-7156
E-Mail:
I:pal@setsmo.berkeley.edu
Fax: 510 486-5686

Robert H. Wright
Harlan Tate Associates
One Kearny SL, 7th Fir.
San Franic,. CA 94108
Phone: (415) 288-9880
E-Mail:
Fax: (415) 288-9881
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Techniques for Identifying Faults
and Determining Their Origins

An NRC-Sponsored Workshop
July 1-2. 1996; San Francisco

Conducted by:
Geomatrix Consultants. Inc. and

William Lettis & Associates
AGENDA

MONDAY, JULY I

12:00 REGISTRATION (Embassy Suites Hotel. Sausalito Room)

12:30 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Kathryn Hanson • Welcome. Introductions.
Bill Lettis • Definition of terms. Objectives.

1: 15 WORKSHOP I: Nontectonic Phenomena
Kathryn Hanson and Keith Kelson

• Issues to address today
" Introduction of format
* Group assignments:

Group A: Gravity & Salt-related Phenomena
Group B: Landslide Phenomena
Group C; Subsidence/Compaction Phenomena
Group D: Loading & Unloading Phenomena
Group E: Volcanic Phenomena
Group F: Secondary Deformation Phenomena
Group G: Ground Motion Phenomena

(leader: Vendeville/Huntoon)
(leader: Cotton)
(leader: Hoizer)
(leader: Pazzasliai
(leader: Smith)
(leader: McCalpin)
(leader: Amick)

L=Isu One: What are the primary diagnostic characteristics of these phenomena?
Geologic. Stratigraphic. Geomorphic. Structural. Seismologic.
Large sca!e. Small scale.

In= Two: What techniques can be used to identify and characterize these
phenomena?

3:00 BREAK. Refreshments available.

I
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Techniques for Identifying Faults
and Determining Their Origins

An NRC-Sp'onsored LWorkshop
July 1-2. 1996; San Francisco

Conducted by:
Geomatrix Consultants. Inc. and

William Lettms & Associates
AGENDA

3:10 GROUP DISCUSSION: Nontectonic Phenomena
Kathryn Hanson and Keith Kelson (moderators)
" Representative from each group presents ideas. conclusions. summar'.(5 minutes

each group)
• Open Discussion

4:45 SUMMARY: Nontectonic Phenomena

Bill Lertis and Kevin Coppersmith
• Knowns. Unknowns (.Data Gaps.). Uncertainties.

5:00 ADJOURN

TUESDAY, JULY 2
8:00 WARM-UP. Refreshments available.

8:15 WELCOME: Tectonic and Nontectonic Criteria Development
Kathryn Hanson • Purpose. issues to address today
Kevin Coppersmith • Uncertainties in applying criteria

9:00 WORKSHOP !1: Criteria Development: Tectonic vs. Nontectonic Phenomena
Keith Kelson and Michael Angell
* Group assignments:

Group V: Gravity-related Phenomena (Growth faults. Landslides. Sackungen)
Group W: Collapse/Subsidence Phenomena (Karst. Groundwater withdrawal)
Group X: Diapiric Phenomena (Salt diapirs, Volcanoes)
Group Y: Loading and Unloading Phenomena
Group Z: Secondary Deformation and Ground-Motion Phenomena

lIssue nLe What criteria allow differentiation between tectonic and nontectonic
phenomena? What is the relative importance of various criteria?

IsuLe Two: What are the uncertainties involved in applying these criteria?
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Techniques for Identifying Faults
and Determining Their Origins

An NRC-Sponsored Workshop
July 1-2. 1996; San Francisco

Conducted by:
Geomatrix Consultants, Inc. and

William Lettis & Associates

AGENDA

10:30 BREAK.

10:45 GROUP DISCUSSION: Criteria Development
Michael Angell and Keith Kelson (moderators)

• Representatives from each group present summary. conclusions, ideas.
(10 minutes each group)

- Open Discussion

12:15 LUNCH.

1:15 NRC PERSPECTIVE
Richard McMullen and Robert Rothman

1:30 GROUP DISCUSSION: Application of Criteria

Bill Lettis and Kathryn Hanson (moderators)

IueQne What criteria should the NRC use to evaluate the difference between
tectonic and nontectonic phenomena.'

Iue What investigative approaches and techniques provide the most
efficient pathway to make the differentiation? Which approaches

and techniques do not work as well?

3:00 SUMMARY: Criteria Development and Application

Kathryn Hanson and Bill Lettis

* Nontectonic Phenomena

- Tectonic Phenomena

* Criteria that work

- Uncertainties

3:30 ADJOURN

/119 Wrkzhop Agmd, June 28. 1996



ATYACHMENT C

,INTRODUCTORY PRESENTATION VUGRAPHS PRESENTED
BY WILLIAM LETTIS (WILLIAM LETTIS & ASSOCIATES)
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Alt -10LJ,,.-, -/ix:.,.

NRC Research Project

TECHNIQUES FOR
IDENTIFYING FAULTS

AND DETERMINING THEIR ORIGIN

Geomatrix Consultants William Lettis & Associates



Project Organization

TECHNICAL ADVISORY I
PANEL

F.H. Swan
K.J. Coppefft

TASK 2
CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT
(Strtace Faults. Blind Faults)

TASK 5
ADMINISTRATIVE

REPORTS AND MEETINGS

16 IA- 0ý -Z 16 Z4y'r. F.'11 ('



Now-

Licensing Issues

GEOLOGIC AND SEISMIC CRITERIA FCI$R
SITING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Draft 10 CFR Part 100 Section 100.23 (Revision to Appendix A)

requires characterization of seismic sources having poteottaI for:

* Generating earthquakes (vibratory ground motions)

* Causing permanent ground surface deformation

Or demonstration of the absence of these potential occorrences



Identification and Characterization
of Capable Tectonic Sources

* Tectonic versus nontectonic origin of faults

* Seismogenic capability of potentially hazardous faults

* Ground surface deformation (folds, uplift, subsidence,

secondary faults) associated, with "blind" faults

-9"



Techniques for Identifying Faults
and Determining Their Origins

PANEL MEMBERS

David Amick

John Andrews

William Cotton

Peter Huntoon

James McCalpin

Frank Pazzaglia

Leonardo Seeber

Richard Smith

Bruno Vendeville
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Techniques for Identifying Faults
and Determining Their Origins

DAY ONE:

Introduction and Significance

Objectives and Definitions of Terms

Workshop I: Nontectonic Phenomena
Breakout Discussions
Group Discussion
Summary

DAY TWO:

Workshop II: Criteria Development
Breakout Discussions
Group Discussion
Summary

NRC Perspective

Application of Criteria
Group Discussion

Summary



NRC Regulatory Guide 1.165

SEISMIC SOURCE

• Seismogenic Source

• Capable Tectonic Source

ANA"
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NRC Regulatory Guide 1.165

SEISMOGENIC SOURCE (current tectonic regime)

* Seismic source zone

• Buried tectonic structure (no surface displacement)
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CAPABLE TECTONIC SOURCE

* Vibratory ground motion

0 Surface or mar surface deformation
(past 500,000 years)



Produce Vibratory 
Produce Surface

Ground Motion
Detormation
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Definition of Terms

TECTONIC VS. NONTECTONIC FAULTS

Tectonic: Fault produced by crustal processes at or

below seismogenic depth (Ž-5 kin)

Nontectonic: Fault produced by shallow crustal crustal or

surficial processes (•<5 kin)

1 j~.L



Definition of Terms

SEISMOGENIC VS. NONSEISMOGENIC FA.IJLTS

Seismogenic:

Nonseismogenic:

Fault capable of producing
significant (MŽ>5) earthquake

Fault not capable of producing Sxnificant
(M_>5) earthquake



Objectives

* Summarize techniques for identifying and characterizing faults

* Develop criteria and methods to differentiate primary tectonic
faults from secondary tectonic faults, faults due to strong
ground motion, and nontectonic faults

* Outline methods and approaches to identify and assess capability
of faults not exposed at the surface



Workshop I:
Nontectonic Phenomena

• Define phenomena

* 'What are primary diagnostic characteristics?

o What techniques allow identification and

characterization?

Gravity/Salt
Phenomena

Subsidence/
Phenomena
# Dpcto

LanVolcanic

~Phlnoenoea

Phenomena

a



Workshop II:
Criteria Development

* 'What criteria allow difiLrentiation between
tectonic and nontectonic phenomena?

* What are the uncertainties involved in
applying criteria?

Loading/

Unloading

Processes

Secondary
Deformation!

Ground- Motion
Processes

U



Criteria for Determining

Fault Origin

REGIONAL TECTONIC SETTING

* Interplate/Intraplate
° Seismic Environment
* Regional Fault Activity
* Stress Regime

LOCAL GEOLOGIC SETTING

* Structural
* Stratigraphic/Lithologic
* Geomorphic
* Paleotopography

DEFORMATION PA'rAMETERS

* Geometry deformation mechanism
(environment/mechanics)

* Kinematics/Dynamic'q
* Strain rate
* Scale
*Timing



Application of Criteria

* What criteria should the NRC use to evaluate the difference
between tectonic and nontectonic phenomena?

* What approaches and techniques are most efficient at differentiating
between tectonic and nontectonic faults?

1ý1.



Products

Guidelines to assist industry and regulatory staff assess fault capability.

e Criteria and methods to differentiate tectonic versus

nontectonic surface faults

* Criteria and methods to identify and characterize blind faults

* Recommendations for application in licensing nuclear power plants
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The 1994 Northridge earthquake sequence in California:
Seismological and tectonic aspects

Egill Hauksson
Sastoologi Labontoi. Division of 0- 1oViWal and Pmeary ScIenme. California l a of Technoloy. Pasden

Lucile M. Jones
U. S. Geolgical Surwvy, Puadea. California

Kate Hutton
SamoiopWI.aborawy. Disiso of Geooa and Manmx7 Sciences. Calfmma Wa of Technology. Puadna

Abstract. The Mw 6.7 Northridge earthquake occurred on January 17,1994, beneath the San Fernando
Valley. Two seismicity clusters, located 25 km to the south and 35 km to the north-northwest, preceded the
mainshock by 7 days a.d 16 hours, respectively. The mainshock hypocenter was relatively deep, at 19 km
depth in the lower crust. It had a thrust faulting focal mechanism with a rake of 100* on a fault plane
dipping 35* to the south-southwest and striking N75*W. Because the mainshock did not rupture the surface.
its association with surficial geological features remains difficult to resolve. Nonetheless, its occurrence
reemphasized the seismic hazard of concealed faults associated with the contractional deformation of the
Transverse Ranges. The Northridge earthquake is part of the temporal increase in earthquake activity in the

aftershocks of M ? 5.0 and 48 aftershocks of 4 S M < cccu •"0 1 amiyVleaz ,•eteM

1994. The aftershocks extend over most of the western San Fernando Valley and Santa Sugana Mountains.
They form a diffuse spatial distibution around the mainahock rupture plane, illuminating a previously
unmapped thrust ramp, extending from 7-10 km depth into the lower crutt to a depth of 23 lm. No
flattening of the aftershock distibution is observed near its bottom. At shallow depths, above 7.10 krn, the
thrust ramp is topped by a dense distribution of aftashock hypocenters bounded by some of the surficial
faults. The dip of the ramp increases ftom east to wesL. Th west side of the afkebock zone is
characterized by a dense, satply dipping, and noith-northeiast riking planar cluster of aftershocks that
exhibited mostly thrust faulting. These events coincided with the Gillibrand Canyon lateral ramp. Along
the east side of the aftnrock zone the aftershocks also exhibited primarily dhrust faulting focal mechanisms.
The focal mechanisms of the aftershocks were dominated by thrust faulting in the large aftershocks, with
some strike-slip and normal faulting in the smal aftersock:s. The 1971 San Fernando and the 1994
Nonhridge earthquakes ruptuied partiafly abutting fault surfaces on opposite sides of a ridge. Both
earthquakes accommodated north-south contractional deformation of the Transverse Ranges. The two
earthquakes differ primarily in the dip direction of the faults and the depth of faulting. The 1971 north-
northeast trend of left-lateral faulting (Chaasworth trend) was not activated in 1994.

Introducdton

The 1994 Mw 6.7 Northridge earthquAke is the latest in a series
of moderase-sAzd to Large earthquaes to occur in the north Los
Anlem sreM IoAn I M1 _ 92).7, esarquake ocurrd on a
suth-southwest dIppg I usI ramp c to th a ,h car of
the wes end of th Shua Madre faut system and to td south of
the can end of tft Santa Soa,-a San Cayetano. and Oak Ridge
fault systems (Figure 1) (Protoer et al., 1972; Ymu. 19111;
enun. 191)9. "bs occunmce o( the earthiuake away from

Copyngbt 199M by doe Ameicni Geophysical Unimn

Paper number ~95300M~1.C

mapped srfTce fka snmi res dimonsnated Me cepm Mm .
dimnsional nature a( the tuctonics in dtLs region. LMa all of the
significant eartbquakes that have occurred since the 1920s in
southern Cal~frnia, the Northridge earthquake thu psovided new
inihutS io I= 6 regional tectic and ndnnaiocgical aset of
so*h sequence

Sine 1920. 15 moderae-sznd to lamge (M 4-847) mainshlck-
aftershock sequences have oc t, r oPin the greaw Uos A ngles
am (Figum ). TIes eahquas am associated wid mamy low
dip-rue. late Quatemrna faults disaulsed ftr gbout t regi.
Becausc suface rupture bas only occurd once since th 2.,
during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, the association
between a maimbock hypocentcr and a nearby fault typcally has
been inferred ftm the mainshock focal mechanism and the
distribution of aftersocks They have been associated with
surficlal revere fults. right-laseal or left-lateral sndka-dip

12.335
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SEISMOTECTONICS OF THE NEWPORT-INGLEWOOD FAULT ZONE
IN THE LOS ANGELES BASIN, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

By EGILL HAUKSSON

ABSTRACT
The Nowport-Inglewood fault zone (NiF) strikes northwest along the western

margin of the Los Angel.s basin in souther California. Th seismcity (1973 to
1965) of UN Z 2.5 that occurred within a 20-km-wide rectangle centered on the
NIF extending from the Santa Monika fault in the north to Newport Beoch in the
south is analyzed. A simultaneous full invesion scheme (VELEST) Is used to

invrt for hypocentral paramnters, two velocity models and a se of station
delays. Arrival time data from thre quay bleats are included to stabfte the
Inversion. The first velocity model applies to stations located along the rim and
outside the Los Angeles basin and is wedl resolved. It is almost identical to the
starting model, which is the model routinely used by the CIT/USGS southern
California seismic network for locating local earthquakes. The second velocity
model applies to stations located within the Los Angeles basin. It shows signifi-
canly lower velocities down to depths of 12 to 16 km, which Is consistent with
basement of Catalina Schist below the sediments in the western Los Angeles
basin. The distribution of relocated hypocenters shows an improved correspond-
ence to mapped surface traces of late Quatemary fault segnents of the NIF. A
diffuse trend of seismicity is observed along the Inglewood fault from te
Dominguez Hills, across the Baldwin Hills to the Santa Monkca fault in the north.
The seismicity adiwacet to Long Beech, however, is offset 4 to 5 km to the east,
near the trace of the subsurface Los Alamitos faulL The depth digstrbuton of
earthquakes along the NIF shows clustering from 4 to 11 km depth, which is
similar to average seismogenic depths In southern Califorla. Thrty-nine single-
event focal mechanisms of small earthquakes (1977 to 1965) show mostly strike-
slip fsulting with some reverse faulting aong the normt segment (north of Dom-
inuez ill) and some normal fautn along the south segment (south of
Dominguez Hills to Newport Beech). The results of an inversion of the focal
mechanism data for orientations of the principal stress axes and their relative
magnitudes Indicate that the minimum Principal strss is vertical along the north
segment while the Intermediate stress is vertical along Me south segment The
maximum principal stress axis Is oriented 100 to 25 east of north. Reverse
faulting along the north segment indicates that a transition zone of mostly
compressive deformation exists between the Los Angeles block and the Central
Transverse Ranges.

INTRODUCTION

The Newport-lnglewood fault zone (NIF) forms the western margin of the Los
Angeles basin in southern California. In the north, the NIF terminates at the east-
northeast trending Santa Monica fault along the southern margin of the Transverse
Ranges. The NIF strikes northwest subparallel to the San Andreas fault and shows

mostly a right-lateral strike-slip component of motion (Yerkes et al., 1965; Barrows,
1974). To the south, the NIF extends to Newport Beach and projects seaward into
a system of faults having similar trends that can be traced more than 250 km south

into Baja California (Ziony et aL, 1974; Ziony and Yerkes, 1986). This study focuses
on the Los Angeles basin (Figure 1), where the NW is often characterized as a
wrench fault, which includes a strike-slip fault at depth that folds and faults the
overlying sediments (Wilcox et al., 1973).

S39
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Seismogenic deformation field in the Mojave block and
implications for tectonics of the eastern California shear zone

Jeffrey R. Unruh
William Lauis & Ansocuse. Imc.. Walnst Camek. California

Robert J. Twiss
Depaaunmc of Geolo,. Univamty o(Californta. Davis

Egill Hauksson
Seiumologcal I.Laotuor. California Insane. of Teimolog. Pasadena

Abstract. From the aftershocks of the 1992 Landers earthquake. we infer the orientatio, of the
principal strain rate axes (dl>d2>d3; dl lengthening), their relative magnitude, and the rciJtive spin
of fault blocks by using a micropolar continuum model to invert the seismic P and Taxes. The
scismogenic deformation is consistent with the geodetic measurements of the coseismic
displacement and with the secular deformation of the central Mojave block. Regionally, the
aftershock data define two major domains within the central Mojave block: (1) the western Mojave
block, including the San aernardino Mountains and the epicental area of the Big Bear eartmhquake.
which is characterized by E-W dl (lengthening) and N-S d3 (shortening); and (2) the central Mojave
block, including the Landers surface rupture 1-e. which is characterized by NW-SE d, and NE-SW
d3. Invesion for the principal sain axes of geodetically measured coscismic displacements acros
aw Big Bear anid Landers suimopenic zooes gives nsiulis similar so the aftershock Invasions for
those areas. indicating that the aftershocks accommodate a deformation similar to the main rupture
and do not reflect elastic rebound or residual stresess. The backp nd seiakity for 1981 to 1991
shows the sum characterstic dl and d3 orientations for the two domains, indicating that the secular
scismogenic strain has the same regional geometry as the 1992 cosetsatic deformain. The
micropolar inversion also provides values of the rlative vorticity parmmeter W. which reflects a
difference between the vorticity of a shearing coatinum and th voracity of fault-bounded blocks
rotating within tabular seistnugcnic shear zones. The observed fault geometry along the Kickapoo
fault suggests a pinned-block model for the local block rotation that is consistent with the values
of W obtained from our invesions. We interprt the regional NW-SE orientation of d, in the
central Mojave block to be chracrristic of the dextral eastern California shouw zone. which
transfers approximately 22% of the Pacific-North American plate mofica from the San Andreas
system to the Walker Lane Belt in eastern California. Our results and geodetic determinations of
the secular shear strain in the central Mojave block indicat thai the locts of NW dextral shear
generally lies between the San Bernardino Mountains and the Pisgah fault

Lntroduction

The M,, 7.3 June 1992 Ladrs earthquake deformed a large
area of the Mojave block, a roughly triangular region In
southern California bounded by the San Andreas faut on te
southwest and by the Gaulock fult on the northwest (Rpm I).
The central Mojave block is traversed by the eastern California
shear Zone, a north to norhwest trending zone of &.stribumd
late Cenozoic strike-slip fauling [Dokka and Travis. 199"0,
Savage cc &L. 19901. The 0-km-long system of strike-llp
fault that ruptured diring the 1992 Lad euquake (Pipg
1) Is located within the eastern California shear zone. Dokka
and Travis (1990I1 proposed that dextral strike-slip faulding in
the eastern California shear zone may accommodate a

Copyrig 1996 by the A.erical Geophysical Union.
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component of Pacific/North American plate motion, and
subsequent geodetic analyses indicate that the integratd NW
dextral shear across the region may be as much as 12 mii/yr
(Smdber at aL. 1994%. The eastern Calfornia shear zo links
the San Andreas fault sysem in southern California wth the
southern Walker Lane belt. a northwest trending son of
distributed strike-slip and normal faulting east of the Sierra
Nevada (Wrdjhl. 1976; Stewart. 1 . Dixon et taL. 1995).
Very Long Baseline Intoferometry (VLSI) sudies show th
the Sierra Nevada presently is moving approxmmmsly II
mmlyr noarhwest with respect to sable North America (Argue
and Gordon. 1991; Duon et aL. 1995). This motion must be
accommodated east of the Sierra Nevada. and it is likely that a
major portion is taken up in shear within the Walker LMne
Belt, which Is a northern continuation of the emtern
California shear oam. The motion detrmined by VlSI. is
amo nemashlo the Intgated rue of NW demxal show.m
doe a California shew• a me (Samber at aL. 1994%L ev

ough Ats modem In the how sady Is nam -nd-Ien aomble.
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SEISMOLOGICAL OVERVIEW OF
THE 1994 NORTHRIDGE

EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCE IN CALIFORNIA

by

Egill Hauksson'

ABSTRACT
The Northrkdge earthquake occurred on January 17.1994 at 4:30 am. PaCfic Standard Time in the San Fmfando

Valley. The typocerter was about 32 km west-northwst Of Los Angeles at a relatve deep focal depth of 19 km.
The moment maWgtue for the NorvIrdge eab#iquake Is M,6.7. The 1994 Northridge earthquake ocoxred on a
3outh-southwest dipping thrust ramp beneath 1he San Fernando Vaey and thus reemphasized the sesmic hazard
of concealed taduti in te greater Los Angeles regi•n. The occurrence of te Northridge earthquake also ut
that this high rate of seismicity a" the norhern edge of te Los Angeles basin Is continuing. The mainhock was
followed by an energetic aftershocJr sequence. Egh aftershocks of M 5.0 and 48 aftershocks of 4 W<S o0Cored
between January 17 and September 30. 1994. The aftershocks extend over most of the western San Frnando
Valley and Santa Susana Mountains. The 1971 San Fernando and the 1994 Northridge earthquakes ruptured
partialty abutting fault surfaces on opposite skies of a ridge. Both earhquakes accommodated north-south
contractional deformation of the Transverse Ranges.

INTRODUCTION

The 1994 M.6.7 Northridge earthquake is the latest
in a series of moderate-sized to large earthquakes to
occur in, the north Los Angeles region (Hauksson, 1992).
The earthquake occurred on a south-southwest dipping
thrust ramp located to the southwest of the west end of
the Sierra Madre Fault system and to the south of the east
end of the Santa Susana, San Cayetano, and Oak Ridge
fault systems (Figure LA; Proctor and others, 1972;
Yeats, 1981;emen, 1989). The occurrence of the earth-
quake away from mapped surface fault structures dem-
onstrated the complex three-dimensional nature of the
tectonics in this region (Hauksson and others, 1995).
Like all of the significant earthquakes that have occurred
since the 1920s in southern California, the Northridge
earthquake thus provided new insights into the regional
tectonics and seismological aspects of such sequences.

The rate of tectonic deformatiun across the northern
Los Angeles area and the central Transverse Ranges is
relatively high (Donneflan and others, 1993; and Hudnut
and others, 1994). Global Positioning System (GPS)
measurements across the Ventura basin, 30 km north-
west of the Northridge rupture, show north-south short-
ening of 7-10 mnuyr, that may be accommodated by the
San Cayetano, Red Mountain, and Oak Ridge faults
(Donnellan and others, 1993). Similar measurements
across the Los Angeles basin indicate shortening rates of
S-10 mm/yr (Feigi and others, 1993).

The long-term (1978 to 1994) background seismic-
iy in the central Transverse Ranges is dominated by
aftershocks of the 1971 M.6.7 San Fernando earthquake
(Figure 2). A few of the large clusters in the north Los
Angeles region are also earlier mainshock-aftershock
sequences (Hauksson, 1990). To the south of the 1971

'Salumx2o LubwwtiO~onof Oelo0o midOPiUwwy Odwm~ab Cdbif insmsofTdaeoloWP~medu,
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SOURCE PARAMETERS OF THE 1933 LCNG BEACH
EARTHQUAKE

By Ecn..L HAUKSSON AND SUSANNA GROSS

AsTRA•CT
Regional seismographic network and teleseismic data for the 1933

(ML = 6.3) Long Beach earthquake sequence have been analyzed. Both
the telesslsmic focal mechanism of the main shock and the distribution
ot the aftershocks asr •io•nstent with the event having occurred on the
%ewpo~4nqWvo4 latt The tma al wecharism had a Strike of 3150 di
of 80' to the northeast, and ralke of -11W'. vb"ahi A ** %M htk
main shock-aftershock sequence using modern events as fixed refer-
ence events, shows that the rupture Initiated near the Huntington
Beach-Newport Beach City boundary and extended unilaterally to the
northwest to a distance of 13 to 16 km. The centroidal depth was 10 ± 2
km. The total source duration was 6 sac, and the seismic moment was
5 0 10 2 ' dyne-cm, which corresponds to an energy magnitude of Mw =
6.4. The source radius Is estimated to have been 6.6 to 7.9 km, which
corresponds to a Brune stress drop of 44 to 76 bars. Both the spatial
distribution of aftershocks and Inversion for the source tilme function
suggest that the earthquake may have consisted of at least two
subevents. When the slip estimate from the seismic moment of 85 to 120
cm Is compared with the long-term geological slip rate of 0.1 to 1.0
mm 1 yr along the Newport-nglewood fault, the 1933 earthquake has a
repeat time on the order of a few thousand years.

INTRODUCMON

The 1933 Long Beach earthquake was the second largest earthquake (after
the 1971 San Fernando earthquake) to strike the Los Angeles area in the

twentieth century. It caused extensive damage in the greater Los Angeles area
and in particular, throughout the southern part of the Los Angeles basin (Fig.
1). Many hundreds of people were injured and 120 people died (Wood, 1933).
This widespread damage was in part caused by the lack of a seismic safety
element in building codes (Richter, 1958). The Richter magnitude scale had not
been devised at this time, and Wood (1933) described the main shock not as a
great earthquake but as "a fairly strong, moderately large local shock." Richter
(1935) assigr•ed a magnitude of about 6.2 to the main shock by comparing the
recorded amplitudes at Tinemaha and Haiwee in eastern California with the
amplitudes of a ML = 5.5 aftershock. Later, Richter (1958) refers to the more
commonly known value of ML = 6.3 of the 1933 earthquake.

In the late 1920a, the Caltech seismographic network with seven stations was
installed to monitor earthquake activity in southern California (Wood, 1933).
The 1933 Long Beach earthquake was the first damaging large earthquake to
occur within this network and was well recorded. In addition, the main shock
was recorded by three strong motion accelerographs, one in Long Beach and two
in downtown Loe Angeles (Heck, 1933; Heck and Neumann, 1933). The earth.
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Earthquakes, Faulting, and Stress in the Los Angeles Basin

EGiLl HAuKssoN1

Department of Geological Sciences, University of Sot'hem Califomia. Los Angeles

Since 1920 fourteen moderate-sized (ML=4.9-6 .4) earthquake have been reported in the
Los Angeles basin. These events are associated with both mappable surficial faults and
concealed faults beneath the basin sediments. To determine the style of faulting and state of
stress in the basin. single-event focal mechanisms for 244 earthquakes of M22.5 that have
occurred during 1977-1989 have been calculated Fdfty-nine percent of the events are str)Ae.
lip and we mostly located near two of the major. northwest striking right-lateral strike-slip

faults in the basin. the Newport-Ingilwood fault and the Palos Verdes fault. The 1988
Pasadena and the 1988 Upland earthquakes showed left-lateral strike-slip on northeast
suiking faults. Numerous small earthquakes in the eastern paut of the basin show left-lateral
strike-slip faulting and form a northeast trend near Yorba Linda. Thirty-two percent of the
events have reverse mechanisms and are distributed along two broad zones. The first, the
Elysian Park fold and thrust belt, coincides with anticlines along the eastern and northern
flank of the Los Angeles basin extending into Santa Monica Bay. The second, the Torrance.
Wilmington fold and thruat belt. coincides with anticlines mapped on the southwest flank of
the basin and extends from offshore Newport Beach to the northwest into Santa Monica Bay.
Oblique faulting that could be inferred by the merging of strike-slip and compressional
tectonica does not occur in the basin. Instead. the coexistence of zones of thrusting and
large strike-slip faults in the basin suggests that the thrust and strike-slip movements are
mostly decoupled. A few normal faulting mechanisms appear to be related to faulting
orthogonAl to the axes of plunging anticlines. The trend of the maximum horizontal stress
varies from NIsW to N31*E aross the basin and consistently forms high angles with the
fold axes. The stress field that exists along the flanks of the basin has a vertical minimum
sutess axis. This stress field and ongoing folding and thrusting suggest that tectonic
deformation is concentrated along the flanks of the deep central basin. Today the
deformation of the basin consists of uplift and crustal thickening and lateral block
movement to accormouste the north-south comnpression across the basin.

I

IwRoDucnON

The Los Angeles basin is one of several deep Cenozoic
basins that formed on the margin of the Pacific plate, near
the San Andrcas fault in southern California. Located at
the northern edge of the Peninsular Ranges, it abuts the
southern margin of the central Transverse Ranges (Figure
1). Today the Lot Angeles basin consists of a deep central
basin with marine and fluvial sediment up to 10 km thick
and folded and uplifted east, north, and southwest flanks
[Yerkes et al., 1965; Davis et al., 1989). This study
analyzes earthquake dam from the Ls Angelebasnb proper
and the adjfcent offshore Santa Monica Bay and San Pedro
Bay and the San Gabriel Valley.

The 1987 (ML-5.9) Whittier Narrows earthquake
occurred on a concaled thrust fault beneath the folded
sediments of thd north flank of the basin [Davis es al.,
1989; Hauvtn and Jones. 1989). This study esuemph to
1esermine where aimila zones of foldi g and thru faulting
exist in the Los Angeles basin. Identifying such zones of

lNow at Saissnological LaIoatory,, Division of Geological
and Planetary Sciences. Califomia Institute of Technology.
Pasadena.
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thrusting is important because they could cause similar or
even more damaging earthquakes than the 1987 Whitter
Narows eahquak

Data from moderate-sized events (M24.9) since 1920 and
small earthquakes 2.5.•M<4.9 since 1977 throughout the
Los Angeles basin have been analyzed to evaluate .e
faulting in the basin. A map of the epicenters of
eumbluakes recorded between ianuary 1973 and May 1989
in the greater Los Angeles oai shows events scattered
throughout with no simple spatial patterns (Figure 2).
This is in contrast to the clustering of earthquakes along
major faults observed in many other part a( California
such as along the San Jacino fault (Allen et at., 1965;
Sanders, 19861. Thus the spuial distribution o( wismiciry
alone cannot be used to map subsurface expressions of
actie faults in the LMu Angees basin.

Skil-vcW focal mechsms have been diuied for
244 earthquakes of 2..M0..9 in the Los An basin.
Although the spatial distribution of epicentes does not
delineate specific faults, the focal mechanas do form
systematic Spatl a These rattern m mld to
evalsM die steql eneat at strike-shp, fannal, da th••st
or rverse faulting.

The Los Angeles boain foms a n'siim zone between
the saike-sUp tecMaka of the Peninular Rnaes and the
converpn tetoics of the Trasverse Ranes. Both
.sike-sU p and compresnsi tectman wu• exist
within this mtrm onL To. ~ditoioally, dhe &iohve

Mucm arha- foldsfhae ber inwexal N a
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The 1991 Sier'a Madre Earthquake Sequence in Southern California:

Seismological and Tectonic Analysis

by Egill Hauksson

Abstract The (ML 5.8) Sierra Madre earthquake of 28 June 1991 occurred at
a depth of 12 km under the San Gabriel Mountains of th, :tral Transverse
Ranges. Since at least 1932 this region had been quies, or M _ 2. The
mainshock focal mechanism derived from first-motion :rw es exhibited al-
most pure thrust faulting, with a rake of 82* on a plane i•:iking N62°E and dip-
ping 50* to the north. The event appears to have occurred -n the Clamshell-Sawpit
fault, a splay of the Sierra Madre fault zone. The aftershock sequence following
the mainshock occurred at a depth of 9 to 14 km and was deficient in small
earthquakes. having a b value of 0.6. Twenty nine single-event focal mecha-
nisms were determined for aftershocks of M > 1.5. The 4-km-long segment of
the Clamshell-Sawpit fault that may have ruptured in the mainshock is outlined
by several thrust focal mechanisms with an east-northeast-striking fault plane
dipping to the north. To the west. several thrust aftershocks with east-striking nodal
planes suggest some complexity in the aftershock faulting, such as a curved rup-
ture surface. In addition, several strike-slip and normal faulting events occurred
along the edges of the mainshock fault plane, indicating secondary tear faulting.
The tectonic stress field driving the coexisting left-lateral strike-slip and thrust
faults in the northern Los Angeles basin is north-south horizontal compression
with vertical intermediate or minimum principal stress axis.

Introduction

The 1991 (ML 5.8) Sierra Madre sequence oc-
curred north of the Los Angeles basin. beneath the San
Gabriel Mountains in southern California at 14:43 (UTC)
on 28 June 1991 (Fig. I). The San Gabriel Mountains
are a part of the central Transverse Ranges. a broad re-
gion of east-trending mountain blocks that have been
thrust upward and southward along north-dipping thrust
faults. Thc Transverse Ranges have a profound effect
on the tcctonics of southern California because all of the
northwest-trending faults of the San Andreas system.
except the San Andreas fault itself. termiinate as they
approach the Transverse Ranges ilorton and Yerkes.
1987). The north-south compressive deformation of the
Transverse Ranges can be attributed to convergence
across the 'big bend" of the San Andreas fault be-
tween Gorman and Desert Hot Springs (Morton and
Yerkes, 1987).

The 1991 Sierra Madre earthquake sequence oc-
curred within a seismically quiescent part of the Sierra
Madre fault zone (Fig. 2). The CIT/USGS earthquake
catalog for southern California since 1932 shows that the
background seismicity is ulmost absent north of the cen-
tral section of the frontal fault system, compared to near

the eastern and western ends of the range. Pechmann
(1987), who studied the seismicity near the eastern and
western ends of the fault zone. determined focal mech-
anisms for 22 small earthquakes that occurred during 1974
to 1977. He found mostly diffuse seismicity unrelated to
major Quaternary faults and focal mechanisms showing
reverse faulting and some strike-slip faulting on east-
striking planes. Because the Sierra Madre earthquake oc-
curred in a region that h.Ad been seismically quiescent.
it provided new information about the configuration of
the Sierra Madre fault zone at depth.

The Sierra Madre earthquake caused substantial
damage in communities in northern San Gabriel Valley.
The Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) for the earth-
quake is shown here as it was mapped by Stover and
Reagor (1991) (Fig. 3). The two pockets of MMI of VU
are centered on the cities of Pasadena and Sierra Madre.
The 1991 remotely located Sierra Madre earthquake
caused damage of approximately $40 million, which is
significantly smaller than the damage of $360 million
caused by the 1987 (Mt 5.9) Whittier Narrows earth-
quake located under the heavily urbanized San Gabriel
Valley (Hauksson et al., 1988).
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The 1988 and 1990 Upland Earthquakes:
Left-Lateral Faulting Adjacent to the Central Transverse Ranges

EGLL H^ALSSON

Seismological Laboratory. Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences.
California n.stitut of Tichnology, Pasadena

L L K. JoNEs

US. Geological Smrvey. Pasadena. California

Two earthquakes (ML- 4.6 and ML-5.2) occurred at almot the same location in Upland.
southern California. in June 1988 and February 1990 and had similar strike-slip focal
mecranisms with left-lateral motion on a nordtea stiklng plane. The focal mechanisms and
aftershock locations showed that the causative fault was the San Jose fault, an 18-km-long
concealed fault that splays west-southwest from the frontal fault of the central Transverse
Ranges. Left-lateral strike-slip faults adjacent to the frontal faults may play an important role
in the deformation of the Transverse Ranges and the Los Angeles bas as suggested by these
U,-land earthquakes, the left-lateral strike-slip 1981 (ML04.9) Pasadena earthquake on the
Raymond fault. 30 km to the west of Upland. and scanered background seismicity along other
active left-lateral faults. These faults may transfer slip away from part of the frontal fault
toward the south. Alternabvely, these faults could repsnt secondary faulting related to the
termination of the northwest striking right-lateral strike-slip faults to the south of the range
front. The 1988 and 1990 Upland earthquakes ruptured abtting or possibly oyerlapping
segments of the San Jose faulL The edges. of the overlapping ailehock zones, which are
sharply defined, together with background seismicity. outline a 14-km-long aseismic segment
of the San .•oe fault. The 1988I mnhock originmd at 9.5 km depth and caused afterhocks
between 5 and 12 kmn. In contrast, the 1990 mainshock focus occurred at the top of its
aftershock zone, at S km. and caused afwtshocks down to 13 km depth. These deep sftcrshocks
tapered off within 2 weeks. The rate of occurtence of aftrshocks in mauritude-time space was
the same for both sequecs. The suate of stress reflected in the focal mechanisms of the
aftershocks is identical to that determined from bwk~ W activity and did not change with
time during the aftershock sequeace. The constaw tess amte suggets tug the 191. and 1990
evnts did not completely release all the stoaed slip on that segment of the fault. The presence
o( 14 km of unbroken fault, the abrupt temporal terminaloa of deep aftershocks. and the
constant uesa state all suggest that a fftre moderm-sized earthquake (ML,,6.0-6 .S) on the
San Jose fault is possible with a rupture length of at least 14 km and possibly 1 km.

The 1988 (ML=4 -6 ) and 1990 (ML=S.2) Upland
eamthquakes ame separated by only 2 km horizonally and 4
km vertically. Their similar focal mechanisms and
overlappirg afterhock zones suggest that the two events
occurred on abutting or possibly overlapping msgmets of
one faulLt Their location suggnu that they occurred on the
litte known San Joe fault. TI purpose of this PW is
to analyze the spatial and temporal development of both
squences to deurmine if these two sequences indeed did
overlap. Fwh, thee 1988 and 1990 earthuakes
have only ruptured a 4-km length of the San Joe fsult,
which is at least 18 km long. It Is therefore of
cosiderable intare to know if there is any evidence for a
continuation of this damagig earthquake squnce along
this faulL

CqwitI" 191 do. 'Aa•y"aOa lsaUdl .. ,;

The hypocenters of the 1988 and 1990 amdqiialm
occurrd at almost the samne locaton less than 2 kmt to the
south of the surface traces of the reverse faults that dw
the southen froofthe central Transvere Rana These
reverse faults exe from San Fernando Valley in th west
to the San Andreas fault in th am (Crook et aL, 1987;
Morton and Mati. 1981". A few lam Quarnwy lkft--
lateral smike-slip faukt msh as the Raymond foult and the
San Jose finlt splay off th front sowkwestwuM In
addition to the" faults, several northeast treading
seisaicty allnments that am nt associated with known
faults am also uepo•ed to the south of the rp ho•t
(Figure 1). 8out eve, asowed MLft-r1 st-a ll
ntinon on moIt-astriking -ho and acue ,rmPIaam of
then left-lateral faults, th San oe faun . In a t to
the two Upland eathquakes the ML-w4.9 Fm1
earthquake was also caused by left-aterl strike-slip

flagnamby, on fte Raymond fvAu in I v1988
Von"eaaaLo.. 19901.
S-Saow -hd enoe"e stsiking leftWemrall; holti-ml

silmfcky b- 'm relmod to 6A dmi• mtdi .WIa
must ftos is amClW. Ir is pnandle do m~s
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Southern C-lifornia straddles the boundary between the
North Amenrican and the Pacific plates. The relative moion be-
tween these two plates has been determined from paleomagnetic
lineations in the Gulf of California. from global solutions to
known slip rates Ao plate boundaries. from geology, an from
geodesy (Mintue and Jordam. 1978; Miasser and Jordan, 1978:
DeMcts and othcrs, 1987) to be primarily horizontal at a rate of
about 48 mm/yr (DeMets and others. 1987). This resldtR in one
of the highest levels o" seismicity in the contermmou United
States (e.g.. Everndeu. 1970). In southern California, the defor-
mauon is spread over a Large aear encompaming numerous nor-
mal. suike-slip, and reveene faults. A majority of the plate mon
appears to be accommodated by the San Andreas fault, with the
rest distributed among the dozen or so other major faults (Wel-
don and Humphrey&. 1986). This is in contrast to the plate
boundary in northern California. where the plate motion is more
concentrated near the San Andreas fault than it is in southern
California te.g.. Hill and others, this volume). The diffuse ddor-
mauonal pattern leads to the high level of seismic activity and to a
complicated tctonic Stucture.

On a broad scale, the North American-Pacific plate bound-
ary in California is a transform fault that extends from the Gulf of
California to Cape Mendocino (Fig. 1). The San Andreas fault
and the transform plate boundary end at the Mendocino Thple
Junction In nohernmMos California. North of Cape Mwdocino
the spreading center and sMbductm zone of the Juan de Fuca
plate Lie between the North America and Pacc plates. Another
spredi ceater lir South ot southern Calilormn in the Gulf of
Cadiforna. cmaing puns of the Pacific and Rivea plsm. The
transform faults of tat sprmading sysm meFge into the San
Andreas fault system nm the Imperial Valley and the Saltom Sea
(Fe. I).

The relative motio of the p ian southern Califon is
primarily cmmoda&W oo the right-lateral sui-ip faults o
the San Andrem fault system (F'gr 2). which indude the San

,2O. 0.

NORTH
AMERICAN

PLATE

PAwriFc OCEAN

PLT

.W.O

Figur . Sc•emic mao ofthe North Amencan-Pacif plate boundary
in Calior•ia.

Andrea fault itself and a number if subparafld fahus, induding
those offdre it the Conunental Borderland (Weldon and
Humphnrs, 1986). Thes faults strike northwat, emp through
the Trasverse Rnm where they stAe we,-oonhne The
San Andmas fault hm the h*iea dip rate m this symm. with slip
of 25 mm/yr to 35 mm/yr (e4.. Sieh mad Jahim, 19K4 Weldon
tan Sick, 1965). Sout 4o and truncated by. the Transvase
Raqmg the San Jacom Esiso &ad Newpon-ht.W wood faults
an Several probable o ore faulW s pafal the Som Andra to
the west. North of the Transverse Ranges, aurm smaller

How&im L KJiawL L M. d6 E_ and Give&. D. D. 3992. Seisncani of I. CAMun. A Slear D. kt. Eao&K L ftL, Zohc*. At D_
w~ IlenuL D. D. @do- 1`1 - IOf Nook Amim 0 11 CAkiride. Owiisal~ SWMa of Asinm =wil Map Valian 1.
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A SLOW EARTHQUAKE IN THE SANTA MARIA
BASIN. CALIFORNIA

BY HiRoo KANAMORI AND EGILL HACKSSON

ABSTRACT

An ML = 3.5 earthquake near Santa Marla, California. was recorded by the
Southern California Seismic Network and a TERRAscope station at Santa
Barbara (SBC) on 31 January 1991. The waveform of this event Is dominated
by 2- to 5-sec waves, and is different from that of ordinary events with similar
size. Inquiries into operations in several oil fields In the area revealed that
hydro-fracturing W a pressure of about 80 bars was being done at a depth of
100 to 300 m in the Orcutt oil field in the Santa Maria basin from about 9 to 11
a.m. on 31 January and the earthquake Occurred in the afternoon. Field
evidence of 30-cm displacement to a depth of 300 m was reported. The field
evidence as well as the first-motion data indicates that the event had a thrust
mechanism with the P axis in the NNE - SSW direction, which Is in agreement
with the regional stress field. From the analysis of the SBC record and the field
evidence, we conclude that the source must be shallower than I km and the
ratio of the radiated energy to the seismic moment is about 6.2 x 10 '1 one to
two orders of magnitude smaller than that of ordinary earthquakes. The
occurrence of this earthquake demonstrates that release of regional tectonic
stres In shallow sediments can yield significant seismic radiation at periods
of a few seconds, the period range of engineering importance for large
structures, and has important implications fur excitation of long-period ground
motions from large earthquakes In sedimentary basins.

IN-rRODUCTION

On 31 January 1991. an anomalous earthquake was recorded a1 seismic
stations of the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN). This event was
located at 34.B0N and 120.4'W (origin time: 23:28:18 GMT) near Orcutt in the
Santa Maria basin. California (Fig. 1a). felt in the Santa Maria area. and was
given ML - 3.5. The P wave was very emergent. and no S wave could be
identified on the short-period SCSN seismograms (Fig. ib). It was also recorded
with the three-component broadband seismograph of the TERRAscope station
at Santa Barbara (SBC) at a distance of 70 km iFig. la). However, the
seismogram recorded at SBC was so unusual that we could not immediately
identify it as a regional earthquake; we accidentally noticed it while we were
examining the S-wave coda of a large (Ms - 6.6. depth - 150 kin) intermedi.-
ate-depth earthquake in the Hindu-Kush region that occurred at about the
same time.

Figure 2a compares a Wood-Anderson seismogram of this earthquake (simu-
lated from the SBC TERRAscope broadband record) with the seismogram of an
ordinary event with ab.,ut the same magnitude recorded at about the same
distance. The anomalous nature of this event is evident. Neither P nor S wave
is distinct, and the duration, auout 2 minutes, is unusually long for an ML - 3.5
event.

Kovach (1974) analyzed seismograms of events caused by collapse in the
Wilmington oil field near Long Beach, California. The SeC record of the Santa
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The 1992 Landers Earthquake Sequence: Seismological Observations

EG"ILL HAUKSSON.1 LUCILE M. JONES,2 KATE HuTTON,' AND DONNA EBERIHART-PHIUJ1PS 2

The (M4,6.1. 7.3, 6.2) 1992 Landers earthquakes began on April 23 with the Mw6.I 1992
Joshua Tree prcshock and form the most substantial earthquake sequence to occur in California
in the last 40 years. This sequence fuptured almost 100 km of both surficial and concealed
faults and caused aftershocks over an area 100 km wide by 180 km long. The faulting was
predominantly stake slip and three main eviets in the sequee had uailateral nupture to the
north away from the San Andreas fauli. The Mw6.1 Joshnsa Tree pnsshock at 33N58' Vad
116W19' on 0451 UT April 23 was pneeded by a tightly clustered foreshock sequence (MS4.6)
beginning 2 hours befute the mainshock and followed by a large aftershock sequence with more
than 6000 aftenhocks. The aftershocks extended along a northerly tend from aboIt 10 km
north of the San Andreas fault, northwest of Indio. to the east-striking Pinto Mountain fault.
The Mw7.3 Lander marnshock occurred at 34ON13" and 116"W26 at 1158 UT. June 28. 1992.
and was preceded for 12 hours by 25 small M0, earthquakes at the mainshock epicenter. The
dismibution of more than 20.000 aftershocks. analyzed in this study, and short-penod focal
mechanisms illuminate a complex sequence of faulting. The aftershocks extend 60 km to the
north of the mainshock epicenter Along a system of at least five different s*.irficial faults, and
40 km to the south. crossing the Pinto Mountain fault through th, Joshua Tree aftershock zone
towards the San Andreas fiult near Indio. The rupture initiated in the depth range of 3-6 kim.
similar to previous M-5 earthquakes in the region. although the maximum depth of aftershocks
is about 15 km. The mainshock focal mechanism showed right lateral strike-slip faulting with
a strike of NIO*W on an almost vertical fault. The rupture formed an arclike zone well defined
by both surficial faulting and aftershocks, with more westerly faulting to the north. This
change in strike is accomplished by jumping across dilational jogs connecting surficial faults
with strikes rotated progressively to the west. A 20-km-long linear cluster of aftershocks
occurred 10-20 km north of Barstow, or 30-40 km north of the end d the mainshock rupture.
The most prominent off-fault aftershock cluster occurred 30 km to the west of the Landeri
mainshock. The largest aftershock was within this cluster, the Mw6.2 Big Bear afterhock
occumnig at 34"N10' and 1160W49' at 1505 UT June 28. It exhibited left-lateral strikc-slhp
faulting on a northeast striking and steeply dipping plane. The Big Bear aftershocks form a
linear trend extending 20 k . to the northeast with a scattered distribution to the north. The
Ianders mainshock occurred near the southernmost extent of the Eastern California Shear Zone.
an 80-km-wide. more than 400-km-long zone of deformation. This zone extends into the
Death Valley region and accommodates about 10 to 20% of the plate motion between the
Pacific and North American plates. The Joshua Tree preshock. its aftershocks, and Landers
aftershocks form a previously missing link that connects the Eastern California Shear Zone to
the southern San Andreas fault.

.1

INTRODUCTION

The Landers earthquake sequence is the largest sequence
recorded by the Southern California Seismographic
Network since monitoring began in the 1920s. The
sequence extended over an area of 100 km by 180 km. In
addition to the aftershocks within one fault length distance
of the (MwT.3) Landers earthquake rupture. an increase in
seismicity at greater distances in southern California and
along the volcanic belt in eastern California was reported
following the maishock (Hill et al.. 1993).

TIe 1992 Landrs and Joshua Tree ewadr t occu.
in the Eastern California Sbe.,r Zone (ECSZ) (Fig 1).
The ECSZ extends northwestward from the southern San
Andreas fault zowe into the central Mojave Desert, near

ssiamodolicas Laboncory. Divivios of eoinogical and Plansamry
Scio=c. Califoxrl hlaims o( Tecn•og. Paadm.
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Barstow. where it turns to the north-northwest into the
Death Valley region [Dokka and Trav,., 1990al1. In the
central and eastern Mojave Desert the ECSZ consists of
several major strike-slip faults that strike north to
northwest. The mapped surface traces of these faults extend
from the Pinto Mountain fault in the south, across the
central and eastern Mojave Desert. to the Garlock fault in
the north (Dibblce. 1967I Dokka. 19831. Individually
these faults all have low slip rates of <1.0 mm/yr (Dokk.a,
1983; Dokka and Travis. 1990b1. but the touta strain rate of
the ECSZ from geologic and geodetic data is about 8
mmtyr (Sauber et al.. 1986; Savage er al., 19901. The
ECSZ trnsfers some of the relative motion between the
North American-Pacific lates away from the dominant
plat boundary stuscture, the San Andreas fault mue. to the
western Great Basin of the Basin and Range province.
Sixty yems of earthquake monitoring (1930-1992) have
shown significant microseismicity in the Mojave Desert.
Several moderae eardthuas have also been noded in the
Mojave with the previous largest event, the 1947 M6.5

M • sequece occurred along the west=

ed4g f the FCSZ. Prvosy. Radiiy an amsoron

vanfswthat thativoye. laM boundary at -depth
benween the North American and M. COfl Plam van along
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State of Stress from Focal Mechanisms Before and After

the 1992 Landers Earthquake Sequence

by Egill Hauksson

Abstract The state of stress in the Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ)
changed significantly because of the occurrence of the 1992 M. 6.1 Joshua Tree
and the Mw 7.3 Landers earthquakes. To quantify this change, focal mechanisms
from the 1975 Galway Lake sequence. the 1979 Homestead Valley sequence.
background seismicity from 1981 to 1991, and the 1992 Landers sequence are
inverted for the state of stress. In all cases, the intermediate principat stress axis
(S2) remained vertical, and changes in the state of stress consisted of variations
in the trend of maximum and minimum principal stress axes (S$ and SO) and
small variations in the value of the relative stress magnitudes (4). In general.
the stress state in the ECSZ has S, trending east of north and 46 = 0.43 to 0.65.
suggesting that the ECSZ is a moderate stress refractor and the style of faulting
is transtensional.

South of the Pinto Mountain fault, in the region of the 1992 Joshua Tree
earthquake. the stress state determined from the 1981 to 1991 background seis-
micity changed on 23 April and again on 28 June 1992. In the central zone. S,
rotated from N14° = 5"E to N28° ±t 5*E on 23 April and back again to N16°
±t 5*E on 28 June. Thus. the Landers mainshock in effect recharged some of
the shear stress in the region v~f the Mw 6.1 Joshua Tree earthquake.

Comparison of the state of stress before and after 28 June 1992. along the
Landers mainshock rupture zone, showed that the mainshock changed the stress
orientation. The S, trend rotated 70 to 20* clockwise and became progressively
more fault normal from south to north. Along the Emerson-Camp Rock faults.
the variation was so prominent that the focal mechanisms of aftershocks could
not be fit by a single deviatoric stress tensor. The complex distribution of P
and T axes suggests that most of the uniform component of the applied shear
stress along the northern part of the rupture zone was released in the mainshock.

The San Bernardino Mountains region of the M. 6.2 Big Bear earthquake
has a distinctively different state of stress, as compared to the Landers region.
with S, trending N3Y - 5*W. This region did not show any significant change
in the state of stress following the 1990 Mw 6.2 Big Bear sequence.

Introduction

The 1992 (M, 6.1. 7.3. and 6.2) Landers earth-
qmte sequence (Fig. I) clearly chmaged the state o( sms
in southern California. These changes, however, are dif-
ricult to interpret, in part because the background stess
state has only been determined in limited places, such
as along the San Andreas fault (Jones. 1988). in the Ann
Scismic Gap along the San Jacinto fault (Harte etal..
1994). and in the Los Angeles basin (Hauksson. 1990).
Zoback et al. (1987) and Mount and Suppe (1992) have
sugested tha the sum state in southern California is
conrofled by the San Andrma fault zone. In their later.

privation, the San Andmas fault zone is a weak fatit
(which in an exteme case can be thought of as a free
surface) and acts as a streu refractor. Such a weak San
Andreas fault could control the baess out to a distance
of I00 km on either side (Zoback z al.. 1987).

The weak fault model was developed initially for the
San Andreas fault in central California, where stress di-
rections. geological, and geophyysica data an consistent
with the weak fault interpretation (Mount and Suppe.
1987). Sevend lines of evidence, however, sugget thua
the weak fault model may not apply as well to the San
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he Ridgecrest earthquake s-.quence began on 17 Au-
gust 1995 with a M, 5.4 earthquake. As of October 3.
1995. the Southern California Seismic Network

(SCSN) had recorded over 4.500 events in the sequence, with
eight events of M a 4.0. These earthquakes are occurring
along the eastern edge of the Indian Wells Valley along a
small stretch of the thoroughgoing Eastern California Shear
Zone (ECSZ). Previous large events within the ECSZ include
the 1992 (M, 7.3) Landers e-arthquake sequence and the 1872
(M 7.6) Owens Valley earthquake. The only large earthquake
to occur near Indian Wells Valle. was the 1946 Walker Pass
(M 6.0) earthquake on an unknown fault in the Sierra Nevada
mountains to the west. The ECSZ transfers some of the
relative mocion between the North America and Pacific
Plates away from the San Andreas fault to the western Great
Basin of the Basnn and Range province.

The ixnian Wells Valey is flanked by the Coso Range to
the north, the Argus Range to the east and the Sierra Nevada
to the west. The valley floor is cross-cut by a northerly-
teding monac of fault segments that merge towards the
north with the frontal fault of he Sierra Nevada or the rupure
zone o( the 1672 earthquake. In the south, thAs moaic of
segments dffuses into a broad zone of faulting that disap-
pears before it is cut off by the west-striking Gurlock fault.
The mosaic of fault segments consists of norto
striking as well as a lesser number of northeast-striking faults.
most of shot knrh, of less than a kilometer up to 10 km
length (Figure 1).

Duringt las dades thecismicky offtregion
has been chauacterized by arms of earthquakim some of

which have lasted more than 12 months. These swarms
typically have thousands of small earthquakes. with the
largest earthquakes in the magnitude range of 4 to 5 The
swarms tend to rmgra - in space. For instance. the fourteen-
month-long swarm in 1980-1981 migrated from north to
south over a distance of 12 kin. with temporal burs in

activity. The largest earthquake to occur in the valley itself
was a MK 4.9 event in April. 1982. It caused some ground
cracking (Roquemore and Zellmer. 1983) on two short fault
segments.

THE ML5A EARTHQUAKE OF 17 AUGUST 1995
The Mt 5.4 RPdgecrest earthquake that occurred on 17 August
1995 was located 11 miles north of Ridgecrest. on the county
boundary between Kern and San Bernardino Counties. The
focal depth of this event was shallow, or 6 km deep. as is
common in this rqpon. This event was felt widely in south-
em CalfozMa. The first matot focal mechanism of the M,5.4
erdxhuake had a dominandy normal-faulting mechanas
(Firm 2). The focal mechanism derived from regional sur-
face waves, however, showed a more domiaunt strike-slip
component (H. K. ThIo. w iam omemuniao, 1995). This
difference in the focal mechanism derived from the two
Independent data sets suggests that the event may have
begun with normal faulting and qucdky evolved into nght-
lateral strike-stip fauting.

The SCSN station coverage in the region is good with
about 10 km averag station spacing. To othin accuate
hypocenme we kwened affival fime data foam 25 erth-
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